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'The Professional Spirit Defined.
ed of earning, a living. ,
Every one has a vocation. .Most every one must make 
'his living out of his vocation. But before any kind of 
happiness is possible there must .be a certain degree of 
comfort in one*s living conditiojns. If a man sees his 
.wife and children overworked and underfed, the living 
conditions unsanitary, he cannot be happy.. But barring 
continued sickness such a condition as that can be changed 
^ith effort. The next step in satisfaction is to have 
living conditions such that one can live a complete and 
happy life. This implies a sufficient income. But here 
we find a wide difference when defining a happy v/ell satis- 
iying life. One man’s ambition is to make a fortune; an- 
©ther’s to have plenty to spend on social life: a third 
^shes to become famous; while some live to serve his. 
fSllow men. # *
*ofessional interest in one’s occupation.
While "most men are engaged in'making a living, to / 
so4!St$he itsel’f,
To illustrate how the^-'p^ofessional spirit is
(9)
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^-inatter of development -along^ definite lines, take the at-
♦
titude of two young men of equal ability and education, who 
©ntened a s.tore as shoe salejsmen* The one thought only of 
the sales he was making, while the other became interested 
his customers as individuals* He studied their need^ 
as well as their desires, took advantage of the coijipa^’s 
training school and finally invented a new style of shoe to 
take pare of pertain type of orthopedic cases he had been 
unable to relieve* He was earning his living,, but his pay 
check was not the point of interest in his work. It was in 
the work itself* The pay check was a minor though neces­
sary step in carrying out a work that gave him satisfaction* 
Se had realized a need, mastered the method of filling the 
need and was now devoting himself to, relating these two
factors* In other wordp he now had a professional inter­
est .in his work.
^ To again illustrate the- effect of, the. professional.. 
spirit, take a woman of sixty-five who. was face to face 
* tWLth the task of making a home for herself and her invalid 
Jfeether. She decided to keep boarders. Instead of the
attitude she looked at her work of making a home for 
who had no home as a ‘service to God. She studfed^^ 
make her home homelike for each person*. The
u
tjlliniltffrt She had caught thW"pPfeiiS^Sional spirit.
lat makes 'the professional spirits
The first step toward the professional-spirit in one’-s 
work is the recognition of reai -need for that type of work 
in the world* The work then has the added interest of being 
worth while as well as a means of earning, a living. With 
such an interest there comes a wish to know more about it* 
When the work is studied from this angle, there will be dis­
covered certain rules or methods which have been found to> 'if*
be most effective for efficient work* Through scientific 
investigation it is found that even in so simple a matted 
as laying bricks the number one can lay a day is increased 
by the kinds of movements one makes. The mastery of this 
technique of any subject adds to its interest* Some of the 
most valuable inventions for industrial concerns have been 
‘made by the men working over the machines. This type of 
^rkmen has a real interest in the further development and 
^ture of the work itself, as well as in what he can earn.
j
When one gets a strong enough sense of the need of
^le work he is doing, and also has a mastery of the sub- 
*
.■Je^ct with a knowledge of its technique, nothing can keep
from dedicating himself to the need. He may even dedi- 
c|^.e himself to the need before he has the technique, plaii* 
nii^'to master the subject later. But let one get a
io use it
la,^^d,up to a strong sense of the need of that type of
'Service toif the world, and lie is placed, in a situation 
wliere he is compelled to give himself to filling the need* *  
He may at first refuse but not until he does will his life 
have a se^nse of complete satisfaction.
A professional attitude defined.
So we may define the professional spirit, as an at­
titude towards one's work which makes the work interesting
because of the knowledge and skill one has of the subject♦
and the consciousness of a definite need one can fill by
using his knowledge and skill. This attitude is easier
• ■»
when the materials one is working with are human personal-
• s* ^ i
ities, as boys and girls, than when working with lifeless 
wtterials as wood or iron. But with any work that has as 
its first aim the work itself and not a personal gain, ,suoh 




A Task Vi/liich Heeds Professional Spirits
1, Comseraration of natural r^sourfces,
'In tlie last few years we ^have heard much of the need of 
conserving the natural resources of the country. Thinking 
men became so alarmed at the"profligate waste of plant and 
animal, resources that laws were passed regulating theiT use, 
and definite'efforts made to guarantee as far as possible a 
future supply. Fores’t, fishery, game and bird laws are 
examples of this. At the same time men ^watched in horrified 
amaaement the heartless waste of huinan vitality that develop­
ed side by side with great industrial operations* The result 
was that by law little children were taken out of mines and 
put into schools; the working hours of men and -women were 
shortened and working conditions made safe and healthy.
Laying aside -any moral consideration these laws have ’all 
been a matter of common sense in 6ur national policy,- the 
applying of a future look to the resource's of the country. 
Thetompulsory school laws compelling the development of the 
mental and physical nature of the child are another example , 
of putting into practice this common sense policy, *
resources.
r But every thinking person, will admit that man ia^
triu e nation
to conserve only a part of these human 
(13)
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resources, the mental and physical. The ideal-creating side - ^
of human nature is left to environment as to how it develops 
OP whether it develops at all. This situation has come 
about because the nation is founded on the principle of 
the separation of church and st-ate. But there can and should 
be a national policy of developing the spiritual nature of 
men, then allowing the churches to carry out the means 
by which it is accomplished.
Another unused resource of the country is the love 
and devotion of many Christian men and women who now are doing
i
nothing for the country because there seems nothing for them 
to do. They are tied to their business and home, but would 
rather give their leisure time to a progressive cause than 
to spend it in the purposeless way they are following now, , 
But the country seems so tied up in politics they see 
nothing for them to do other than being ^ law abidingV
citizen. They feel that the country needs great leaders
as were Washington and Lincoln to guide it through this 
present maze of social unrest.
3, Heed of this unused talent.
This is true, the country does need leaders of con- 
^ secretion and vision. But it also needs this vast army o|^
men and women of high ideals and broad v^^o%
Washington and Lincoln worked so hard to save.
-•♦-I*'
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Toda^ we are a nation so interested in industrial progress 
t>at many have lost their ideals. -The moral fiber of the ^
nation -as a whole .is becoming, weaker .and weaker. If our 
nation is to escape the fate of Greece and Rome, she must 
strengthen hen moral backbone. This will -come about only by 
strengthening the spiritual life of the nation. Men and 
women of long established habits are hard to influence. So 
the problem of preserving our national life means tjie 
spiritual development ofthe youth ijul the nation. Th,e 
nation needs to use this vast source of unused talent,- the 
leisure time of thinking men and women for the spiritual 
nurture of her youth.
Quoting from the World Survey,"The United States 
of America has been invaded by three eneiiy armies which 
threaten our national existence. First, there is within our 
horders- an army of five and one-half million illiterates 
above nine years of age; second, there is an army of fifty / 
million people above nine years of age who are not identified / 
with any church - Jewish, Catho'lic or Protestant; third, there ' 
is an-army of twenty-seven million Protestant children and 
youth, under twenty-five years of age, who are not enrolled 
in aiy Sunday school or othef institution for religious 
training." » From the same source we see that 56.1 perc^i^ 
iSithe population of the United States in 1917 belong.®"to 
ho oi .eveiy three ohiaae«»-iii^'^years
« Vol. of the Interchurch World Survey,pp 203
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of ageattend no religious school* No nation can hope to 
ratain high ideals when the mo^ipvxtj of the people have „ 
ilothing-higher than -the-ir own experience from which to 
create ideals*
If is- easy to say -that the -responsibility lies 
with the home. That the child is at home. a. greater part of 
his time'than at church or school. But if the home in the 
pres'ent generation has not been able to give the needed 
moral ideals, c.ertalnly the home of the next generation will 
not be able to. We can either let the situation di^ift to 
national distruction or we can inspire the vast numbers of 
Christian men and women with the 'Vital need, of their help 
until spiritual education is as much a. recognized need as 
secular education is now,
The task, - ^ develop Christian character and conduct*
We see a tremendous task, that of developing ideals 
of character- and conduct in the youth of the world. Many 
agencies are today trying to fill this need. Many feel that 
the public school can do it best. But while the work of 
the public school is invaluable to the national life it is' 
the servant of people of many faiths and in justice to 
all can not teach religion. It can only give ethical 
instruction along with its subjects for mental nurture*
is not enough^for morals are a matter of cu8t«*SLry 
thinking, "'when the customs whic^ this thinking has
17
produced are immoral,there is no- standard -to pull people 
higher than- these custblns. Examples- 'found in history and 
biography nah only enthuse people to ^se 'their will power* . 
Those whose wills are weak will ^find little help*
Other institutions feel that the way to develop 
character and Christian conduct is thru service, following 
the example of the Good Samaritan. These people say that 
Jesus spent his life in service and that through social 
service prbgrams we will control cohdu’ct and develop 
character". Family welfare socy;ies, the work of many 
lodges and clubs, social service progi^ams of some churches 
are examples of this means of character development. Jesus 
did care for the physical welfare and happiness of men, 
but he did not say that from such service, valuable 
thou^ it is, self-generating pdwer of character develop­
ment is to be found. Environment will never become the 
permanant upward directing force of any life. It is the
I
ideals which are formed that are the motivating power of ^
one's life. Abraham Lincoln freed the’* slaves not because 
he was the president but because of an idea he had from his 
boyhood. Environment helps to create ideals but the most model 
environment is not strong enough to always govern con­
duct unless accompanied by spiritual nurture*
The United States is a country founded on freedom'^ 
in of -^si* iat ^9-IrSa- «6'idea of
leaving out the worshi-p *o£,G-od for the majority of the people. 
There is^only one;wa^;th-a_t Gad'may become \ reality to 
all the people,- that is through a program of religious 
education conducted -by the churchep of the land. The 
leaders of human -thought and -endeavor are not a- product 
of thCibr enviroiunent but a product of their Ideals. The 
church through'religi‘ous“instruction. must give Christian . 
Wea^i and ti0 these ideas so strongly to .Christian*.feeling • 
that from the' fusion of these two a^ new’product' is moulded, ' 
a force far more powerful in directing human endeavor than 
any environment could be. k fot’fce that makes its own environ­
ment. Ideas tied to feelings are the ideals that move men 
to do the seemingly impossible.
<-1. : j
>■
Professional Spirit in Religious Education
present situation in religious instruction.
Religious education thru a system of schools is not 
an offspring of the church hut is rather a foster child, a.t 
first unwillingly sheltered but finally loved and adopted.
It, like Topsy "just growed". There was no set of ideals 
to be used as the standard for the religious education program 
of the Sunday School not because the church was indifferent 
to religious education,but because the minister's sermons 
and the home were supposed to supply this instruction.
The result has been that devoted Christian mn and women 
have thrown thejnselves into the task of translating 
Christianity into terms tlie child will understand. They were 
devoted but untrained. The church schools today fall educa­
tionally far below that of the public schools largely because 
of the way they have grown.
The American Volume of the World Survey gives us 
through statistics a clear picture of Protestant religious 
education, "There are millions of -children in Protestant 
church homes who are not being touched by the educational
program of the church." "69,3 percent of the children f ^
■ -





our deinocpattc"ins^itutions rest." "The Protestant church 
provides 24 hours a year for religious instruction." "Half 
of the students^ in-Sunday Schools attend less than half the 
time.” In a survey of the.age at which church school 
teachers in a typical small city began teaching, 361 
returned the questionair. Of these 52 per cent began 
teaching between 13 and 20 years;- of these 1 began 
teaching when 13 years of age; 12 at 14 years; 18 at 15 
years; 31 at 16 years32 at 17 years. A diagram showing 
how the churches spend the American church dollar shows that
two cents out of each church dollar is used in the worjc of
%
the Sunday School.
Teachers are .not only untrained but they are also un­
supervised. The public school which has trained teachers 
hasone supervisor to every 82 teachers-; the church, school 
with untrained teachers has one supervisor to every 2716 
teachers. Under such conditions it is not strange that the 
church has not been able to reach the youth of the church 
iraich less the unchurched,youth of the pommunity.
Jb?ofe3sional consciousness in church school teachers.
The most of teachers of religion today are teaching 
either ff\)m a sense of duty, or a wish to help carry out 
the church's program. They are conscientious in their worlf 
and hope in somB.-way to be able to lead the young peopl/"to
th« cosS^clsgBBMwMC of religious
21
education as an instrument whicli if they understood its use
1 ^
nould result definitely in working out the aim they now try
• S •. f i
to accomplish without conscious technique. When they 
succeed in influencing one child they do it accidentally
- I
and can not repeat it with a child of a different temperament. 
Under such conditions as these no teacher can hav;e a
professional interest in teaching. It will be some other form (
I
(
of interest which will keep the teacher loyal to the task. The
•w V
soil in which a professional interest will grow is (1) knowledge ! 
of the material used in teaching, (2) knowledge of‘the child, / 
and (3) skill in bringing this material to the child so that it
■ I '*
becomes a part of his thinking and conduct. The mental life 
is made up of sense perceptions, images and ideas. Unless 
we put ideas, or content into religion we have only an 
unstable, unthinking emotion. This typeof religion can 
have no hold on the present generation where compulsory 
secular education develops the mental faculties of the 
young people. These ideas will all. have a certain effective 
tone. What this will be depends on the temperament and 
experience of those getting the ideas. No wonder so many 
teachers fail to get the desired result from their teaching.
e ^
They take certain desirable knowledge and- tell it to the 




of 'the lesson truth in conduct. When it turns out that^’
Isafemction given did not fit the need^f the of
was the fault of the child.ji_ And when he wiggles and is
32
restless lie Is ft taS boyl
But let the teacher become conscious of a certain 
bulk of desirable knowledge, ^d of boys ^nd girls each a 
little different from the other but all having certain 
natural mental, social^ and spiritual hungers just as real 
as physical hunger, and then select from this bulk of 
posterity’s choicest information that which will produce a 
definite step in the child’s development, the teaching 
of religion will have a new interest. It will have acquired 
the professional spirit. There is no other way possible'to 
inspire Christian ideals save through presenting ideas of 
Christian living which will be linked definitely with emotional 
development. It is the work of the church to see that the 
Ideals given to the youth of the land are Christian in content 
before we can hope for Christian conduct on the.part .of the 
people. Emotionalized Christian ideas -will produce Christ-like 
conduct in men and women.
We often hear some teacher say she is too devoted 
to the pupils of her class to allow them to be prcmoted to 
another teacher. That she must remain with the class for 
they would leave the Sunday school if given to any other
9
teacher. A .similar case is where some leader with a strong 
personality builds a vei*y progressive program around his 
leaderships. Then either because of the thrill of personai
. f ^
power or because he did not sense the danger, developed no
t ♦
future^eaJfet^ip program
dwindled’ to nothing and with it the loyalty of his followers. 
These are examples of a nonprofessional spirit. The 
professional spirit in a religious education leader will cause 
him to see his work in the light of a great cause. He will 
be willing to sow seeds and be forgotten because all his aims 
and plans are made in relation to the good of the entire work 
rather than with any personal aim in mind, -The worker with 
children will just before promotion time create in the children 
a longing to go to 'the next class with intense interest towards 
the new work. The -worket with young -people will be the guiding 
force and- power behind the throne rather than out in the lime 
light. He will be willing that the young people get the praise 
rather than himself. The director will work to make himself 
runnecessary rather than necessary though some baard member may 
not be able to see the progress he is makings This dedication 
of the trained religious, worker to a task he is well equiped to 
accomplish, is the professional spirit we need to make this 








mTERIAL-WHICH WILL PROroCE- 
•PROEESSIONAL S.RIRIT.
Chapter IV.
Professional Needs of.a Religious Education Leader#
*■ *
Psychologgi^
Psychology though named first cannot be said to be the 
most important need of a religious education leader* The 
-leader needs more than this. We cannot afford to have 
partially equiped men in a profession ^diere mistakes ijiean 
the marring of human, souls. The business world cannot afford 
it where imperfect service means only the loss of dollars.
Much less can the church afford itv This need of psychology 
is the need of an understanding of people. How their minds 
work; why they act as they do; how to meet their present 
development and add to this development further ideas and .emo­
tions which will assure the growthi of mind,,and heart along 
the lines of Christian ideals.
The study of general psychology will need to be followed 
by the psychology ofap^ial groups. The teacher will need 
child psychology while the supervisor will need psychology of 
pervision and leadership. The superintendent and principal
f
besides these must understand the psychology of the community 
from which the school is drawn. Each phase of educational 
work needs a different type of training. It is a falacy 
to say that any good teacher will be able to teach any
for.grade and that any^ood teacher will make,|-ft eoocl
be a wonderful teacher of young children but would
36
make a failure with young people,' -Aside from the difference ^ 
in ma.teria'1 there is an 'entirely different mental soil Ih 
which the -teacher must sow his -seeds. This is one-reason 
why it is a mistake to exphct -every supervisor o¥ superintendent 
to, be able to. go.' into each gradd and demonstrate how to 
tdach the lesson better than the teacher who knows the pupils. 
The study of general and'prof essio&ai psychology’'will 
give the theory of knowing people. Add to this two valuable 
means of s.upplimenting this theory,- the study ef life as it 
is portrayed in literature and the study of boys and girls of 
the community. In this study of boys and girls through 
real life one must take a large 'enodgh -sampling so the view 
gained will take into account individual differences. In 
literature- there is the whole 'field of biography and fiction. 
Modem fiction while It leaves much to be-desired, is valuable 
to acquaint the teacher wirth the mental atmosphere in which | 
the pupils are^ living.
(
Knowledge of teaching material,
Tl^e jteacher may have an excellent understanding of 
the pupils but have nothing" to give them. Knowledge of the 
subject matter is a second, need of 'h religious education 
leader; The teacher iifho has no real knowledge- of the' Bible 
and tries to follow a lesson outline and teach what is in 




foi? some othet reason.^he will find that thej?: give him. trouble 
'in ^discipline in proportion to their ages;- This method of 
teachingTwouId suaceed^withuio subjecf. ^ But it wouldibe 
e^Lsier Mth-history or^geography than with-religion 
.for .real religion demand3 .acknowledge of God,- how He worked 
-with people ^b'e years before Christ, a.s revealed through 
the Old -Testament; how^He revejstled bimself through .Jesiie 
how He has been -working through people from that day to this. 
The pupils ,the teacher wiH^meet w^nt to^ know howvCJod‘r.Olates 
'-ta their daily lives, and daily tasks. The teacher if he is 
trying to teach about God and not simply history and 'geography. 
of Ealestine must be able-to.'tak-e all this- scattered Imowledge^ 
and ha-rmonize the .seeming contradictions until'it appeals to 
the rea'son -of his pupils.- This cannot be done from a Sunday 
school text book-h^stily^‘ne„ad .Over oh ^Saturday -night hy a 
sleepy teacher. The religious .education leader must be so
/
filled: with the 'message of the Bible that he' can meet the. vital 





It is not enough though to understand and love people 
and to be a Bible student. The teacher must have a means of 
bringing his knowledge to the pupil in a way suitable to , 
the understanding of the pupil. The man of experience with ^ 
consciousness of the presence of God in his life, will .b^ Hole
the-* Child
38
with only a little -experience and less knowledge it will take
\
frequent repetitions of'^the same truths, told in many different 
ways before th^ truth'becomes a part of his life* To repeat 
the truths -in such a way that they do' not lose interest and 
freshness requires a training in technical methods* Different 
methods- are needed for the different age groups such as 
Kindergarten methods, Primary methods. Junior methods, methods
with young people*
The superintendent must have a different kind of skill, 
and must have knowledge of different technical tools than 
are necessary in the equi^ent of the teacher* The superintend­
ent must have knowledge and understanding of how to use methods 
of finding and training leaders; he must be able to use 
cinnulative record systems^ a survey of the school;- he must 
know the most efficient type of organization for school and 
departments; the selection and use of curricula, and typical 
activities for all departments* The superintendent cannot ^
carry on in detail all the above suggested duties* But these /
are necessary in order to make effective work possible for
* * ^
the teachers and department principals. And the superintenden 
must be able to plan, supervise, organize and direct all thesa
- V
above named duties*
The principals of divisions or departments must thor­
oughly understand .the technique of building a program of 
vopship suitable for the age group* Unde^i^i^ tbft
and Week-day activi^Tes which would interest
29
each age and the principles behind the special type of \
\
organization used foi^^ each-department. And .if there is. no 
special supervisor, be able' to- supervise the ,work of each 
teacher in the department, not merely in a form of destruc­
tive criticism htit so that it'make's for added interest and . 
efficiency of all wdrking in the school.
Inspiration.
This fourth need which I have called "Inspiration” is the 
vitalizing power of the former three points. Without it the^ othe 
three are as "sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal." The 
knowledge and skill are there but the power that has driven 
men and women from their homes to become missionaries or led 
them to give up the so-called pleasures of the world for 
lives of service comes not in Imowledge and skill but in a 
personal relation to the source of all strength. In proportion 
as we have the consciousness of the sonship which so flooded 
the life of Jesus will it overflow into our daily relations an^ 
conduct. This personal devotion is sometimes overlooked as the, 
sources of knowledge and need of skill become apparent to the 
teacher or leader. But this is the pearl of great price.
We muS-t protect it from a;ny possible harm or loss.
So we find that the only way we -may safe guard our 
material which will produce the professional spirit and may 
assure every child a spiritual as well as a mental »■
is th%-eonsecp®^^ liyen of the
who present the material. The lives and spirit
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of these consecrated teachers become a part of the curricula 
they teach. It colors everything they say. So in planning 
this material which will produce a professional spirit we 
will keep in ^nd that we are triune beings; 'that we think 
and feel and act; that God is a triune God. Our material 
must relate this triune man to his triune God and reveal 
the triune God to the triune man.
"Christianity is the religion of whole-mindedness.
It has knowledge about God!-fdr one's' in|tellect; Ibve and 
worship of God for one's emotion; obedisBce to God 
for one's will. If the mind of man is to be fully satis­
fied with its religion, there must be regular study of 
God's truth for the intellect;' systematic worship of God fori 
the emotions;- and constant service of God for the will, 
FaHing dir any one of these activities man's spiritual 
nature tends to starve or to become partial and incomplete."
No teacher can hope to give an inspiration that will 
lead to definite Christian ideals and finally to a definite 
Christian life ideal such as will shape and direct all decisions, 
through life unless he lives very close to the source of 
inspiration. He will find much in the practical carrying out 
of his work as a teacher which will ti^ his idealism. He mus 
see that it is safe-guarded from too heavy a strain.
Selfless devotion -to the task.
This neerd I have called a"selfless devotion to the task®.
This means .more dhan an unselfish devotion'. Uifselfish seems 
ta mean not's'elfish, -The need-^here is for silch an ihteres'^-in
_ f* r ^ A. ■
tiction to the' Study of the Mind" by Walter S. Atheam
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the work one is doing that this interest is greater than more i 
personal interests. The teacher who sees his work as an 
opportunity of moulding the character of growing boys and 
girls, the giving of ideas which gradually grow into ideals 
as the child grows older, will have no difficulty in finding 
bits of time here and there which can be spared from less 
important things to give to the preparation and work of 
teaching.
Such a devotion will be needed again when the teacher 
starts the training tr leadership which is the right of all the 
young people. Here he will be compelled to see done poorly 
what he could do well for the sake of the growth of the boy 
or girl. Young people need frequent repetitions of instruction 
for carrying out a small task which the teacher could himself 
do very much easier. But if one is working for this growth 
of leadership the slow effort to direct the growing minds 
is not a burden.
The last place where such a devotion is needed is' 
when no one recognizes or appreciates the time and effort 
the teacher is giving to the work. Perhaps only criticizes 
it. The pupil's thought must be on the work they are doing 
and the teacher's help is so in the background and so much 
a matter of course that it is not recognized till later*
But here again it is the. work he is doing and the ever pre^^t
33
tion, and gives him the. wiilingness to be forgotten. Any 
school where* there is a. profesrsional spirrt toward religious 
education, the mutual aim and understanding of all the workers 
will ttake -the, j)lacfi lof *uny recognition of the merit of the 
work’which. would.'ba^p.lCi9Ljs^nt-'frjDni. pupils or patrons.. But 
when <th'is iprofe^ional spirit is lacking ^i.t must .come from'^ 
the teach’erVs lown consecration cf himself- to the tawk he has
1 < ^ f
, . i / f. 'J C'






Present Teacher Training Courses# v
i
\
Contribution of t^ Intehiational Association, ' j
A bulletin of the International Sunday School Association 
published in 1918 stating the needs for teacher ^training courses, 
meteods of carrying out such a program and the policy, of the 
association, makes this opening statement:-
*^e‘ are just now coming to realize as'"never before, 
that our greatest need as a people is genuine Christian 
character based on a true Christian education. The re­
cent conflict has brought us to a realization of the fact 
that Christian ideals have not dominated either in our 
national life nor in our inteipaational relations. In 
the democracies of the future the Fatherhood of God, 
the Brotherhood of man and the sanctity and value of 
human life must be given first place and in this pro­
cess of democratic re-adjustment the religious and edu­
cational agencies of the world must play no secondary 
part." «
The bulletin shows teacher training to be necessary in 
our country, because
(1) Sunday School is the one organization that seeks 
to provide religious education for the masses.^ Since .our
i.
democracy is built on tha principle of religious freedom^ and 
the state cannot include religious education! in the public 
school curricula, the educational program of the church must Ife 
made a part of ^the general education of every citizen of the




United States. To make tlj^e educational facilities of the 
church of equal efficiency with those of the public school 
the church must p,rqvide professional training for their 
teachers.
(2) The present Sunday school methods do not produce 
people sufficiently trained for teachers of religion as the 
time they spend in Sunday school is too short, the teachers 
are untrained, the oui*ricula is not well graded and the equip­
ment is inadequate for an educational task.
(3) The early years of human life are so plastic that 
the child will become religious, irreligious or non-religious 
according to the kind of an atmosphere he is placed in and 
the kind of ideas put in his mind'.
To meet these needs the:-association ^et up standards in 
the form of an outline^ ’ This has specifications for a three- 
year teacher training course.. These standards called for 
40 class lessons each year for a period of three^years, mak- j 
ing a t-otal of 120 h'Surs. The-association offers a teacher j 
training diploma To stu’dents who* complete the "New Standard ^
Teacher Training Course.
^ - I
The outline specifications are.
Tivat Year.
(1) The Pupil'. (Ten Lessons^)





(3) How to Teach the Life oi Christ. (A typical example
of the proper use of Biblical material for the dif-
ferent grades.J (Ten Lessons.)
(4^ The Sunday School. (An outline of the aim, curriculum,
. “ i - ,




(1) The Significance and Teaching |[aiue of the Old Testa­
ment. (Ten Lessons.)




(3) The Program of the Christian Religion. (Including the 
social ^nd missionary interpretation pf the Gospel,
' . and the teaching of missions, temperance and social 
service.) (Ten Lessons.)
(4) How to Train the Devotional Lifp. (The nurture,-
. ■ training and expression pf the spiritual life, es- 
^ pecially'in. prayer and ,public worship.) (Ten Lessons.)
Third Year gives a choice of 40 lessons in either Beginner's 
Units, .Primary Units, Junior Units, Early Adolescence’Units,
* ' ’it",-'''
Middle Adolescence Units, Later Adolescence Units, General 





Each denomination was free to select any text they de-
i
sired for use in their denomination, providing it fulfilled
/• '
the requirements in the specified outline* Certain of the 
best books on the subject were included in each denominations
V ^ •
selection. Though there are some differences in the texts
♦ f ‘
suggested by each denomination for the first two years work, * 
most of the denominations chose syndicate material for the 
third years work. This is the only attempt at a complete 
course of teacher training though there are reading circle 
books and courses for special classes. While this "New 
Standard Teacher Training Course" is a step in the right 
direction it is not complete enough and varied enough to 
produce- professional spirit or professional service.
The International Sunday School Council of Religious Edu- 
cati'on.
In June 1922 came the union of the Sunday JSchool Council 
of Evangelical Denominations and the International Sunday
School Association tmder the combined name of International j
. I
Sunday School Council of Religious Education. The educa- » f 
tional committee though they recommended this same set of *
standards, began the formulation of a set of interdenoM- 
national standards which would give religious education a
’ . -v
standard for its educational program as strictly profession^
that of the lawyer or dootor,.vand would set'a 
^ ..
that would Sfevelcrp t pj^f^fer^Uioiml fj^rit.
DeoemlDer 1922 the educational comniitte'e of the Inter-
j ' *
national Sunday School Council of Religious Education met 
at Columbus, Ohio, to outline a system of leadership train­
ing for Protestant Religious Education in North America*
This was amended and adopted by the Executive Committee of 
the International Sunday School Council of Religious Edu­
cation February 22, 1923* Briefly stated, their standards 
are as follows:- •»
"Training courses are of two types: The Standard Training 
Course and the Advanced Training Course.
A. THE STANDARD TRAINING COURSE.
The Standard Training Course consists of a minimun of 
120 lessons (12 ooiirse units -of at least 10 lessons each, 
or its equivalent,) one-third of which must consist of 
specialized study in the work of some one department of 
the Sunday school.
Of the twelve course units, .eight are general units and 





-fa) The Pupil. (Ten Lessons.)
(b) Principles of Teaching, (Ten Lessons.) 
' (c) The/Life of Christ in Religious Edu­
cation. (Ten Lessons.)
(d) The Organization and Administration 
of. Religious Education. (Ten Lessons^)
Second Year - - •
(^‘)'The Significance and Teaching Values
^rt of the Gommit^fi on Education for F.pbi^aEy 22
fay S\uid%|r Couiio^ St
%
of “the Old Testament. (Ten Lessons.) 
Ch) The Sj.gnificance and Teaching Values 
the 'New Testament. (Ten Lessons.')
(c)' The Program of the Christian Religion. 
‘ (Ten lessons.)
'(d) The iNurture, Training and Expression 




!a) child studyb) story telling
c) ’.teaching religion in the home^
d) 'cradle roll organization, administration 
and methods.Begin er's Units.
40 Lessons on t
La) child study
(b) st.ory telling




(a) child study .
(b) story telling
(o) methoda for the/primary.
Junior Units.
40 Lessojis ojiia) child studyb) Christian conduct for Juniorsc) materials and methodsd) organization and administration.Early-Adolescence Units.
Lessons ona) early adolescence
b) agencies of Seligious Education 
jbjaterials and methods




.(Lj agencies of Religious Education
(cj materials and methods
(d) organisation and administration.
Adolescence. Units'.
t 40 Lessons on
fa) iater adolescence
(b) agencies of Religious Education 
Lc) teaching materials and methods
(d) organization and adjainistration.
General Units dn Adolescence.
40 -Lessons on
fa-) 5tudy of adolescence
fb) agencies of ReHgious Education
fc) materials and methods
(d) organization and administration
Adult Units.
40 Lessons on
!a) characteristics; and; needs-b) Religious Education' •
c) principles of Christian service
d) organization S-nd administration
Administration Units.
40 Lessons on
fa) history of Religious Education 
fbJ educational tas^ of the local church 
fcJ curriculum
(d) Sunday School management;0. Graduate Elective Units:
For those who have completed the Stands 
ard Training Course graduate elective imifc 
should be provided-on such subjects as 
Christian Teachings and ideals; the Placf 





Methods In Religious Education;^County 
. (or. District)" Organization and Adminis­
tration.
D. Substitute Units:
Either general or specialization sub­
jects other than those listed above may 
be offered as a part' of the Standard Train­
ing Course, as desired by the religious- 
educational authorities of any of the de­
nominations, to teach'^rs of that denomi­
nation as substitutes for any of those named, 
provided the said subjects are treated in 
course units of at least ten lessons -each.
THE ADVANCED TRAINING COURSE.
The Advanced Training Course consists of a minimun of 
300 lessons (10 course-units of at least thirty lessons each,
■or their equivalents) It is understood that certain of these 
course-units may be divided into two uiita of 15 lessons each - 
e.g., organization pid administration of the church school,
30 lesson."units divided as follows: General organization and 
a^nistration, 15 lesson units; organization and admini'stra- 
tioh of a particular department, 15 lesson Units^
Of the ten‘course-units, seven are required an^ three are 
elective.^ Five required-courses are general course units and 
are identical for all. The remaining two required courses 
are specialization course units and differ according to the ' 
field of specialization.
The following course-units of the Standard Training Course ^ 
shall be pre-requisite to the Advanced Training Course: Pupil 
Study (10 lessons); Principles of Teaching (10 lessons): and / 
Organization and Administration of Religious Education (10 '
lessons.)
(1) Specifications in Outline. ^
A. ^Required General Courses. The five general courses
which are required of all are as follows:
(a) An Introduction to the Bible.
(b) The Use of the Bible in Religious Education." ^
(c) The History and Principles of Religious Eduoatfbn.




B. Required Specialization Course^, The two re 
quired specialization courses are as follows:
(1) For Teachers of Religion: ,
(a) The Study of a Particular Age-period.
(b) The 'Methods and Agencies for %hat -Special
Age-periodf * ^ t
(2) For Local. Administrative Officers:
(a) The .Organization and Administr-ation of the 
Church School.
(b) Principles of Curriculum Making.
(3) For State, Provincial, Conference Synod, Diocesan, 
County, District and City Secretaries, Superin­
tendents and Directory:
(a) Forms and Methods of Denominational and In­
ternational Organization and Administration.
(b) The Mechanics of Administration in fieligious 
■ Education.
(4) For State, Provincial, Conference, Synod, Diocesan, 
County, District and City Superintendents of Child­
ren’s Work:
(a) Forms and Methods of Denominational and In­
terdenominational Elementary Organization 
and Admini-straction. - ^ ,
(1?) The Organization and, Adjuinis-tration^ of Child­
ren’s in the Local Community.
(6) For State, Provincial, Conference, Synod, Diocesan, 
County. District and City Superintendents of Young 
' People’s Work:
(a) Forms and Methods of Denominational and In­
terdenominational Young People’s Organiza­
tion and Administration. j
(b) The Organization and Administration of,Young i 
People^s Workr in the Local Community.
(6) For State, Provincial, Confei^ence, Synod, Diocesaij^ 
County, District and City Superintende.nts of Adulfi 
Work: ' *
(a) Forme and Methods of Denomimtional and Iit« 
terdenominational Adult Organization and 
ministration.
(b) ’T^e Organization and Administration of Adolt




(1) The Materials and Content of Religious Education.
’a) Old Testament History ,
'bJ Hew Testament History. 
o) :Tbe Life and Teachings of Jbbus. .
d.) The Prophets and Their Message for Today
e) Christian-Teachings;
f) An Introduction to the Study of Religion* 
g’) History and Progress of Christian Missions. 
L-h) The Great devotional Literature, of 'the Ages
i) Religious krt
j) Geography and Customs of the Bible.
(k) -History of Religious Education^ with spee-
.ial reference. Jo the Sunday school and re­
cent developments.
(2) Means and Mejhods of Religious Education.
(a) Worship and Training in Worship: (1) For
children (one-half course); (2) For adol­
escence (one-half course.)
Educational Evangelism.x 
Principles and Methods, in Missionary Edu­
cation.
Special Educational Methods.
Music in Religious Education.
Story telling in Religious Education, (g) 
Religious Dramatization and Pageantry.
Play and Recreation in Religious Education. 
Handwork in Religious Education. .
Training for Leadership and Teaching.
(3) Persons and Groups in Religious Education.
}
The Psychology of 
' dhildhood 
Adolescence
Early Childhood (one-half course)
Middle Childhood " " **
Later Childhood h » » ^
Early and Mddle Adolescent Boyhood 
(one-half course)
(g) Early and Middle Adolescent Girlhood *- 
(one-half course)
Later Youth (one-half course)
Adult Life " " "
j) Methods and Agencies for Special Age 
. (Separate courses for eaGl^g/‘*gSEBap
(-1) Leadership: Its Inspiration, Selection and
I
Development.
(m) 3p0.oia.l Courses for Parent.
• — I i *
(4) The Mechanics of Administration in Religious 
Education^’- ^-
(a) Church School Building and Equipment 
(one-half course)
(b) Publicity - Bu-lletins, photographs, ex- 
\ -hibits, posters,'-'liotiOes, etc. (pne-half
course.)
(c^ Office Management, (one-half course)
(d) Surveys and Diagnosis of Community Condi­
tions.
(o) Standards and Measurements. A study of 
the oohte'nt and technique of standards and 
measurements in, relation to. the various, 
agencies 'of 'religious education.-
Graduate Courses:
Provision may be made* for pursuing graduate courses 
after the Advanced Diploma has been received. These 
may be 'chosen from the gener’al electives listed above> 





Material Necessaiy for d Professional St>irit
r sin Religious Education .
'Cliapter VI.
Material for teachers for Bihlical courses, 
a. Courses.
(1) llew Test6.inent History ^nd Religion.
A study of the world situation at the time of Christ,
* political, educational and religious. A-survey study 
of the life and teachings of Jesus and the work of the 
apostles in carrying on his message and teachings.
(2) Old Testament History and Religion.
A study of how the Bible was made; a classification 
of its literature; a survey study of the history of the '
f ( j,Hebrews and the message their re-ligion, history and 
literature has for the world.
(3) Essentials of Christianity.
A study of the essential teachings of our Christian 
belief taking up the teachings concerning God, Christ, 
man, kingdom of God, salvation.
(4) Fundamentals of Christian Belief.
A survey study of hhe different philosophies of 
world; Christian philosophy; meaning and validity of 
religious knowledge, belief' and faith.
of’ the dfvilo'^ent'of ear
(/L±)
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revealed in the* ac-ts ^nd. let tern of'Paul.
(6) Prophets. ‘ '
A study 'o'f: the history and nature of- prophecy; the 
prophets as^great personalities; the bearing of their 
messages upon the life' 'and"'affairs of their day,, their 
respective contributions to the advancing 'religious 
thought of Israel, th’erir permanent contributions to 
religion's and social thinking.
(7) 'Lyric. Writings of the Bible, < ’ ^ r. ;
A study of Canticles, Lamentations, Proverbs, 
Ecclesiaste.s, Ruth, Esther, Jonah, and Job; Psalms, 
hymns and prayers of the Old Testament.
(8) Use’ of Art.
A study of the- sources of art and the means of using 
art in teaching reld'gion. .Study‘:of’;^rctures for children 
for juniors and for adolescents.
, General professional courses, 
a. Courses.
(1) Elements of Psychology.- v.
A brief study of physical structure’of the .mind; ike 
laws’ of attention*, imagery,' asscrdiation, ijiemory, ideafi^ 
Th^ relation.*of mental and emotional development. ^ 
Significance of these facts to learning.
(2) Child Psychology. ^ - : ,.v ^
6f the Mptel
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the growth of personality fromiinfaiicy to adult years 
with special reference to training of children and \
young peopla in Christian living* - * {
(3) Leadership. < , ] , ’ (
A„.study of how to make a practical application of 
the principles of psychology to the needs of the 
religious teacher and leader^ An analysis and study 
of how to develop qualities of leadership.
(4) Principles-of Pedagogy in Religious teaching.
The use of example, precept and ideal in religious 
education. Need of emotionalizing Christian ideas, ^ 
Various teaching methods in class- Instruction. Means of { 
relating kQo.wle4ge to conduct. . ^
(5) Worship and l&isic in the Church. (
k study of the purpose and principles underlying ' 
true worship. Needs, of worship in each department of | 
the church school. material for building
programs of worship, ^
(6) Hymnlogy. t
A study of the }iistory, interpretation and use 
hymns. The .hynm as .an expression of the needs and 
:aspirations of humanity. Ada-ption ot ^hyrans to 
purposea of worship,. ^ ^ ^ ^
(7) Church History. _ ■' ^
A study of .origins and development, of. ^!s|8 ®R^stian 
^n^S, tSe T'eetaitfent tlme®«sFT?
tliG chupch related to the development of Christianity.
\
(8) History of Religions.
A comparative study of the great religions of. the ^ • 
world, -History and philosophy of Brahmanism, Buddhisml
Hinduism,- Chlriese'-r-eligions', religions of Japan, 









(a) Kindergarten Department of *the Church School.
A study of thp problems of early childhood.
The modern kindergarten in theory and practice.
Me-thods of teaching, and building of Sunday 
programs,
(b) Primary Department of the Church School,
A study‘Of'the needs of the child during the
years, six, seven and^ eight. Suitable lesson mat- 
' ‘ erials. and me-thods of teaching. Discussion of stalPleS|^
story telling,’l)xctune interpretation expression 
al aptivities-Jand the making x)f lesson plans. ^
(c) Junior'Department of the Church School. 4^
Problems involveh in teaching children nine^
ten and eleven years of age. The child, 
to ba handled and methods of 4?eachAc^f 
ft) People's Division. -
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■ (a) The Adolescent, ^
*A stndy-'^f- problems facing young people.
Problems connected with the developing individual- 
ity of 'the boy or girl,-sbcia'l
idealism,’. Vocational and economic ■adjustments. |
Religion tbe steadying guiding forde of the 
adolescent;’ class arid department organization.
(b)Young People's Department of the Church School.
Teaching methods used in the■^class room.' - ^
Activities a means of personal development rind a 
training for leadership. Various means of 
■ Expression of re'ligious teachings.
(3) Adult Division. ' ^
(a) The Adult Department.
A surve'y of the organi^tion of the church 
school? relation of the adult department to /
other departments; activities for this department; 
relation‘to"the community,
(b) The Adult Class, ’ ^
A study of problems facing men and women betwe#i
twenty-five and thirty-five, between thirty-five 
' and sixty-five, and those over sixty-five, Surrey 
and evaluation of curricula in light of these u 




(1) For Superintendents and Departme^ Principals.'
(a) Principles of Relig'ious Education.
An examination ixf the principles' underlying moral 
and religious education and th6 application of 
these principles to concrete and practical 
problems in the program of the church schoolT'
(b) The Church School.
A study of the aims and needs of the school and 
of each department. Curricula khd week-day ac5tivi- 
ties.' Organization, administration and supervision.
(c) Objective Measures for the work of the school.
A study of church school surveys, curaulatife 
record systems, application and report cards and 
blanks, score and- rating dards for the curricula, 
teachers and buildings, efficiency tests*
(2) For Superintendent.
(a) Recruiting and Training of Leaders*
The sources of supply for le'aders, training of' 
leaders, cooperation, democracy and professional 
spirit in the^church school.
(3) ' For Principals.
(a) The Young People's Division. -- ^
' A study^ of personal development-of adolesoeHisej 
the organization of^ the diyision'aud 
oF tlie^oufig people;' teSlmi^ue in worship aud
A
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supervision; use of music, drama, missions, 
pictures and social and community service.
(b) The Children's Division.
A study of needs of children of this age' 
group; the organization of the division; 
technique in v/orship and supervision; and use
- w t
of music, drama, missions, pictures and story 
telling.
(c) "The Adult Department.
A study of problems facing men and women 
between twenty-five and thirty-five*, between 
thirty-five and sixty-five, and those over sixty- 
five. Survey and evaluation of curricula in 
light of these needs. The relation of the adult 
department to thfe rest of’*tlie school; organization, 
activities, worship and supervision.
The material suggested in 1:his chapter is arranged with 
le Class A Community Training Schools in mind. * There is more
. . -v ^ - V »■
iterial given than any one voluntary'worker could take, but 
3t more than the school should offer if - it is to train workers
V (
3r all departments of the local cliurch so that they wiil be/
r _ '
Ltted to give professional service. In the limited time glisM
ith their limited resources a community training school canw
offer enough material to train the directors of
Mrectpfs 'of'^^'ic and
A
unless they have already had a professional knowledge of their j 
subject and are adding to it the material necessary for a 
religious education worker.
Under l.a. courses (3) and (4) could be given every 
alternating year and courses (5)^ (6) and (7) once in 
three years if the faculty facilities were limited. In 2.a. 
courses(5) and (6) could alternate and (V) and"(8) alternate.
This plan would be desirable rather than omitting any of the 
suggested courses if we offer enough material to introduce 
a professional consciousness into religious education.
Since arranging, the material in this chapter the Internation­
al-Sunday School Council of Religious Education has printed 
the report of the Educational Committee adopted-February 22,
1923. In it they set up a cpmplete .standard for training ‘ 
schools. Those following the Standard training course of
/
120 lessons will be Class B, those following the Advanced 
training course of 300 lessons will be Class A. Each 
community when making its training school curricula will 
have to take into consideration-first, the needs of the community, 
second, the faculty that is to minister to these needs, ^
third, the equipment available and last the possibility of 





meet the Class A standards the school may become a Class
school. ^
PART III.






Development of educational organizations of the Local Church*
One cannot speak *of the Sunday School as the -only form 
of educational organization of the church since the mission­
ary societies- supply further missionary Instruction and the 
devotional societies' aim to give instEuctLdii,ahd expression, 
of instruction as well as training in leadership. These 
present organizations of the church are explained by the 
history of their development. They'are not the result of 
an educational ideal and do not have one central education­
al aim running throughout. They were built around the edu­
cational program of various denominational and non-denomina- 
tional boards rather than around the spiritual 'needs of the 
child. . • ^
The International Sunday School Association gave the 
church school its lesson material. At .first it was unifonn,. 
the: same lesson material for all ages. Then the graded les-
4
sons were issued. Thes6 tried to give material suitable 
the different age groups. But much of this material bre^s 
all the laws of psychology and pedagogy. It is hard to 
tain professional service when untrained teachers are ualife
imieh of nhJLclrlfi joorly arranges afii not
^4
suited to the child. ^ »
The 'early Sunday School -only .attempted to g^ive* instruc- 
tioiu The devotional societies then sprang up to ‘give an 
opportunity for expression of instruction, the young people 
.were getting. But the program soon hro,adened out and train­
ing for leadership ,was added as an aim to the .devotional pro­
gram.
The missionary boards wanted to push missionary enter­
prises. Each board recongnended the organization >of-mission­
ary societies in each .church, societies for adults, for young 
people and for children. The men and. boys in the^e .nocieites 
are only auxiliary members. - Each society is supposed to have 
an educational program as well as to raise certain amounts 
for the support of missions. ... . ■ -
But the Sunday School saw the need of social and recrea­
tional activities. So we find in many churches social clubs, 
boy spouts, girl scouts, camp-fire, girls, Greek letter socie­
ties, men*s clubs, atheistic clubs, etc. These while using 
perhaps the members of & Sunday School class have a different 
organization from the jclass- v/ith different officers and lead- 
.ership ajad are not clo'sely related to^ the program o:^ the 
day School. — \
Results of this development.
The result of this educati^al program of tlw^ 
the lack of a unTfi«5,? ^cft^tionaT -aStii .and high educational
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standards that are necessary'to professi-onal service in the 
field of religious education and necessary to the best de­
velopment of the child. It also lacks a meahS of training’ 
leadership. The'teacher*s meetings which could be a source 
of inspiration and training' are usually only a series of re­
ports by the officers and the bringing up of any new business 
connected with the school. Unless a teacher has a report to 
make or business to bring up he stays away.,
The present overlapping of' the organizations of the’ church 
is another result of the church's educational program. The 
Sunday School, the -missionary societies and the devotional 
societies all give missionary instruction. If any child 
were in all, and very few are, he would still not ’get nearly 
enough missionary-education. This overlapping of organiza-^ 
tions divides the interest’ of' the children and scatters the 
work of the church leadership. If all the educational work
of the church could come under one organization a program
0
could then be built around the need of the different age 
groups including in it, all that is essential in instruction, 
worship and expression. It could also include an opportunity 
for developing the leadership of young people and the tram-^ 
ing of adult leadership so that professional service wouldA 
be -possible. This organization should be the church sclf^l 
since it has the broadest program and largest membership^S?




day Soliools of the country have .less than one hundred mem­
bers, forty-six percent of the churches use all their lead-<'
ership in mnning the church school and have no organizations 
for children and-youth except the Sunday School,
These organizations grew up from the urge of a board 
rather than from the urge of the local church. So it was
t
natural that they pay their own expenses. Many church 
schools now must keep all equipment and running expenses
4l»
down to the Sunday School oolleetiohs. The church should 
support the Sunday School and let the Sunday School contri­
bute to the expenses of the church. The Sunday School gives 
a type of instruction that the pulpit and home never can give, 
valuable though that is. To do the best work it must have 
money for equipment and supplies as well as', a suitable “place 




Organizations which will set a standard of train­
ing lieo'essary for professional service in the Local
Church School,
Popular .organizations, ~
Organizations classified.as popular are those created 
to -supply an opportunity for training for the voluntary 
worker in the church school. The quality of work in these 
popular organizations is not of a lower standard than that 
of the professional schqols^but due to. the type of courses 
given and the length of the courses they viill he possible to 
those who could not or would not care to spend the necessary 
time and effort required for the academic or professional 
courses. These courses will give largely methods and mat­
erials to help the worker in the work he is doing with only 
enough of theory to help him understand the' methods and ma­
terials he is using. They will also be. arranged so that he 
get. the most possible material in the time given for work 
with one age group.
that is recommended by the educational committee Qf the 
temational Sunday School Council of Religious Education., 
The diploma offered will be backed by.the .approval of
Union of> Intama-■Wonal Sundag^Sph^ol As^o-
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ciation ajid Denominational Educational Committees, and will
be an acbepted standard of all o£ tbe. largest Protestant De-• ^
nominations.
The popular training courses recognize two levels of 
preparation based on two clearly differentiated bodies of 
knovdedge and training.. The first is based on the one hun­
dred and twenty hour teacher training ..standard of the .Inter­
national Sunday School Council of Religious education. The 
second on their Comniunity training school standard.
a. Organizations offering Teacher training diploma courses.
(1) Teacher-training Classes in Local Churches.
Churches offering three-year courses of forty weeks each, 
meeting the requirements for a Teacher-training Diploma.
(2) Community Classes. .Community classes complet­
ing the one hundred twenty hour courses.
(3) SohooL. of Principles .and Methods. Three an­
nual ten-day sessions with courses arranged in approved se­
quence and with prescribed reading and observation work be­
tween the first and secondhand between the second and third 
years will bn accepted in fulfillment of the- requirements
i
for the Teacher-training Diploma. ^
(4) Requisite Schools which are conducted in Con­
junction with International Training Schools and Camp Con- 
ferences. Students in these schools will be awarded *
dped twenty hours of required work.
(5) Conanunity Training Schools, Class Comraunity 
Training Schools of Class B* will meet the following require­
ments
(a) The curriculum will conform to the standards 
of the one hundred twenty hour course,
(b) The school will hold twenty weekly sessions
each year,
(c) Two lesson periods of not fewer than forty 
minutes will be heldat each weekly session,
(d) Three years of twenty weeks each will enable 
a student to complete the v/ork required for a Teacher-train­
ing Diploma,
b. Organizations*Offering Professional Diploma Courses. 
(1) Community Training Schools, Class A, These 
schools will meet the standards adopted at Kanhas City, Mo,, 
May 27, 1922, with the lengthening of the sbhool year to 
thirty weeks. The following are the distin^ishing char­
acteristics of the Community Training School, Class A:-
(a) The text books used are of freshman or
sophomore college grade. ^ f
(b) The courses of study include both ?sontent
and method.
f
(c) The courses of study require not few«i5KiflSan
thirty
' (d) .Three je^'rs of thirty weeks each are re­
quired for graduation,
(e) Only two lesson periods my he taken by a 
pupil each week.
(f) Each hour of recitation requires not less 
than two hours of lesson.preparation,
(2) Summer ihchools of Colleges and Universities,
In any college or university where the aourse has been re­
cognized by the International Sunday School Council of Re­
ligious Education two summer sessions of i:hirty school days 
each, not to exceed three subjects carried each year by each 
student will enable the student to complete the requirements 
for the Professional Diploma,
c. Special Courses,
Aside from these types of diploma courses there 
are other organization^ that help toward the professional 
attitude of the local church worker. These are shorter 
but when supplementing other training are valuable,
(1) Bible Study Courses, Students completing a 
survey course of the Old and New Testaments equivalent to 
the material included in the second and third year of the / 
Senior Department, Graded Lesson Course, will be awarded 
a Bible Study Certificate, This course may be completed 
in one year of fifty lessons. It is desirable 
dents Sttiigr'^?%^fl<Jjrfce^Treffi5rr'ent^ing up-
TOvihe Teajcher Training Diploma Course *
(2) Association Schools, These schools are de­
signed- for the training of employed and voluntary offi­
cers for cooperative, coraniunity religious education. Three 
yearly sessions of ,ten days each properly coordinated will 
constitute the time requirement for an Association Training 
School Diploma.
(3) International Older Boys* and International Older 
Girls* Camp-Conference Courses. ' For young people from six­
teen to twenty-one years of age^ inclusive. The purposes
of these schools are (1) to discover young people with ca­
pacity for community leadership in religious education, and 
(2) to train leaders for adolescent community organization 
and activity. These schools will offer a Camp-Conference 
Diploma for the completion of prescribed courses covering 
four annual sessions of ten days each.
Academic.
In the Liberal Arts Colleges there is some opportunity 
for the voluntary worker to get some professional training 
in religious education. The student may elect along with
t
his cultural subjects, "service minors" and "vocational 
majors" in religious education. These would not be enough 
for a director but would be valuable for a voluntary worker
wm was responsible only fonj^is own work, etncLcowTd have 
the service of the trained judgment of the director- when
"Professional*
The religious education worker with a professional 
training will be the one who is making religious educa- 
1:ion his vocation, a full^ or part time religious educationt »
worker working on a salary* His training will be a1^ pro- ^ 
fessional school, such as: .
a* Training tichool - (Normal^ School, Type*)
b. College of Religious .Education - (Teachers* College,
type.).
c. Graduate School of Religious Education*
d. Religious Education Departments in^a School of 
■ Theology.
Chapter IX.
Professional Organizations, which will foster
Professional Growth*
A System of Education*
The interchnrch world survey gave us the hard cold facts' 
of stati^,- 69.3 per cent of the youth of the United States
• I
not in religious schools* It is not hard to foresee the 
result to any nation if 7 out of l6 of the youth of the land 
receive no systematic religious instruction and the condition 
is allowed to remain*
The following diagram is one' suggested by Walter Scott 
Atheam in his book ”A National System of Education” Page 115.
The plan is that part of the general education of eachchild be 
obtained in 6ne of’the Church schools, that the education of each
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A V8Py great step towards a national system of Cliurchr Schools 
was made when the Sunday School Council of Evangelical Denom- 
inations and the International Sunday School Association joined 
forming one body# It means that the Protestant denominations 
are coming to re^tlize each other*s good points and to agree on 
certain common beliefs# It means that while for years to come 
many old denominational prejudices will remain, this new 
organization can set standards which will gradually be adopted
by all the progressive protestant denominations.
The churches, as the nation, are democratic in form and the 
leaders can go no faster than the desire of the people* So 
it will take time before all the churches are ready to follow 
these new standards of the Council and before enough leader­
ship is trained to put in operation their plans. The 
people are now asking for- vacation Bible schools and for week 
day schools of religion. With a national committee of all the 
protestant educational organizations, it is possible also to 
set a standard for these new instructional agencies that will 
guide them through their period of development.
Much of the leadership .of. this national system of church 
schools must come, from protestant organizations, first, becau*^' 
their idealism is higher than, that of other religious bodies^ 
second, because the protestant church stands for the ^
principle of separation of church.- and ^state^the principle- 
lOn i^oh the nation is founded* Thus we see how Wm
SsawS.l-ef-.B8Mgi:TOs Edaoatioa will
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ill time develop, into sucli an organization for the church 
schools as the National Educational Assooiation has for the 
public schools.
Basic Principles of ^ Organ!gation'» ‘which will foster Professional 
Growth.
Any organization teiich is to inspire all the persons ’engaged
in religious education, with a bense of devotion to t'he 
cause they are working for which is truly professional, will 
need to include the following principles*
(1) ‘The organization must be bo built that there is the
greatest possible opportunity for the exchai^ge of
opinion between those interested in the legislative 
and administrative side of the work and guarantee that 
there would be unity in i;he administering of the plans 
of both the deliberative and executive aspects of 
education. With such a quarantee those of each depart­
ment would- be willing to discuss his point of view and 
each department would become a check oh the other.
(2) There should be provided an open forum for.the free 
discussion of all problems. This should be^ conduct­
ed in a democrated raaianer. This will give all religidfes . 
workers a feeling of Jthe dembcracy of the organizat^m 
that is, with their help, setting standards amd 
administering the educational program of
66
education to the workers*
(3) The organization should reach every worker in the 
system giving them the opportunity for inspiration 
and growth which comes through the actual participa­
tion in the forming of programs, policies and standards*
(4) The organization should provide possible contact of each 
worker in the system with the -largest and the smallest 
units of the system* This would give each worker a 
sense of unity with an educational body, and sense of 
membership and acquaintance that comes with meeting
the great Christian educators and hearing them speak.
(6) The organization should have a common medium of
communication. This may be of two kinds (a) local, 
county, state, and international conventions; (b) a 
common news> service, including convention reports, 
bulletins, etc.
(6), The organization should be provided with a promotional 
staff adequate to foster active professional activity 
throughout the entire educational system.
'he International Sunday School Council of Religious Educatioiy;
The plan of organization of the International Sunday Sohoife 







It shows graphically the creative, legislative and executive
r
departffienth‘of'the'organization^ with the "deliberative body 
which will foster professional spirit in a democratic way.
The International Sunday School Council is composed of two 
types of members, in equal proportion: the "denominational" 
members selected officially by the denominational bodies co­
operating in the Intemationfil Sunday School Council of 
Religious Education tad the "territorial” members.
The Committee on Education is charged with the task of 
formulating programs, policies and standards to be submitted 
to the executive committee#
The Department of Educational Administration and Department 
of Finarioe are the two agencies of executive action through 
which the General Secretary carries out the policies and 
program adopted by the International Sunday School Council 
of Religious Education.
The deliberative groups, are formulated for the purpose 
of having an instrument to foster the professional spirit in 
the entire body of people who are ^responsible for the religious 
instruction throughout' the protestant churches. This body will 
consist of (a) Associate inembership in International Sunday 
School Pbuncil of Re*ligious Education, (b) Deliberative grog's 
for the- cpnsideratipn of question of common interest# Thes# 
'^groups shall be of tWo classes', (1) professional,, a^d*, 
WitfitTface# The prctftasionalgjoup being on t^
Educational Committee; the conference groups being 
deliberative groups only* (o) Affiliated
69
•, 6t^o7maT7eliberative groups*
Organizations promoting leadership training* 
Four present existing types*
Type No. I. The Church Federation
This type of organization is weak because (1) a 
federation has no power to act* It must simply refer back 
to the churches. (2) The specialists or experts are at thu 
^ttoiB of a lot of machinery. It would be very hard for 
prograa carried out* ^
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\
A modification of Type No. !•
7 T ^ .
}til^r-e.tt Y> i Adult Admin'isft-a.rf6rt Ec{u<^a.t/an
In this plan tiro organizations, have been, combined.
One is almost sure to ’daminate, Since the church federation 
has control of the finances the city association will be 





Type No.III. ThQ ifelden Plan.
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Fop aho‘th'ep -diagram of 'ffiiis same plan, see A National System.
/ V ,
Religious Edncation by W. S. Atheam, Page lOI.
f
by the International
Connoil of Religious .Education.
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Cbe of these types of organization would be used for any 
community leadership training -school regardless of the course . 
used.-
Other -organization which would be able to carry on the 
Standard Training Course would be -
(1) , Local churches
■ I
(2) B'enoininational Departments of Correspondence Study
(3) Standard training schools (or Schobls of Principles and
Methods-) = - cs .t.
(4) International Council & State Council Young People’s 
Training Schools.
Other organization which could offer the Advanced Training 
course would he - - . . *
(1) Denominational Departments of Gorrespondende Study 
and
(2) Special-Term Schools ( Summer or Winter) of colleges, 
universities, theological seminaries, nomal schools, 
lay and professional schools, special schools held 
by denominational boards and International Council 
Training Schools.
There are soine communities not rekdy for even a Class B , 
training-school. They cannot grasp its educatiomilaimln t^se 
bbimin^ities, non-credit schools and institutes should exeajjir 
Jjf nd^er methods, arouse popular support for reli^pus 
p^e the way for^Standard
Cosirahitf Training Schpgl (^^^sSucntional AgeiiciejS. of 
training.
Chapter X.
Agencies which Inspire Professional Service,
Growth by participation.
Participation in any work which is in itself worth while, 
or which is a part of a larger worth while activity will create 
interest in the work and personal growth hy having a part in 
it. One of the causes of industrial unrest today is the mono­
tonous routine of the workers brought about by the use of ma­
chinery in manufacturing. Each man is a cog in a great ma­
chine, in most cases he has no participation in the work as 
a whole nor ever sees the whole. His sense of craftmanship 
is gone.. It was very strong when for instance he worked 
over a piece of furniture until he loved it and had a pride 
in it. Often nothing has been put in the place of’what has 
been taken from him. He is given no voice in the policy of 
the organization he works for and has no idea of the problems 
the organization is up against. He gets the feeling that he 
is simply there, another machine in a great system, to turn 
out so much work a day.
Certain of our city school systems have much' the same
{
reputation among public school teachers. The ambitious / 
teacher is warned by her friends to keep out of that system^ 
she is willing to become a cog in the machine* Ijf 
T#® .tie teachers of religion to l^ve a professri^fflwtll 
spirit -towg^ ^elr work we must provide agencies that will
(74)
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give tliem-an opportunity to grow by participation. All 
teachers should have a part in forming the policy„of the 
school. They should have an opportunity to see all its 
problems and have a chance to think these problems through, 
with another opportunity to help solve them after they have 
sufficient knowledge to see the. whole problem.
Most of the workers in the local church will give all 
their service to one age group, in one department or divi­
sion. The teachers in this department or division should 
have a very definite opportunity to help wprk out the or­
ganization, curricula and class deptv and community acti­
vities which affect their age group. This democratic plan 
will mean very slow progress and require much democratic ef­
fort on the part of the director of religious education, but 
the result will be 'a lasting and loyal sympathy with reli­
gious education, and a belief in it as a means of the com­
plete development of the child and a means nf spreading 
Christian principles throughout the worl4«
It is not sufficient that the teacher have a part in 
formulating the work of the department, but there must be 
opportunity for free discussion of all problems of admin- * 
istration of the department and the school. If people ar^ 
working for the good of the cause an open discussion will 
l^lear up reasons for plans or action's that- othei'w^ise 




opinions and clean the thinking of the workers in the church 
school. The workers will grow by participation in a discus­
sion with others interested in ttie same type of work, as they 
never could if left -to think i't out alone.
2. Growth ^ inspiration.
An inspiration will not be enou^ to accomplish a given 
task. That takes a persistent, never-willing-to-give^up 
kind of effort, - "perspiration” some one.has called it.
But inspiration will start the task and keep one at it when 
a mere sense of a work to be done would never make the job 
seem worth the trouble. A program that is to give oppor­
tunity for the professional growth of the voluntary workers 
of the local church school must iiave a good balance between 
instruction and inspiration. Instruction will be a long 
slow process while an inspiration that will last a life- time 
may with the right preparation, and in the right circumstances,
I I
be acquired in a moment. This makes inspiration, none the 
less necessary.
L
Inspiration may be put into the program, through person­
al contact with the ideas pf other workers in the field, as / 
in a conference of workers. Through a banquet where teao^- 
iCrs have a chance to see themselves as a. part .of a great 
stent* The speakers will present different general pha^iee 
of tife pleading convincing
i
is of reputation this will iid'd a glow to his words. And 
this sense of Christian fellowship and sympathy-which will - 
be aroused by the mingling together in thi-s social way, will 
put new zest into the routine of preparation and accomplish­
ment. School chapel services with good devotional talks 
give a regular means of inspiration.
The County, State and International Sunday School Con­
ventions are bijilt to give an inspiration to the church work­
ers attending, that they may take inspiration back home.
The lectures, banquet, enthusiasm and masses of people all 
work to this end. Much of the demonstration such as music 
and pageants are not of the type to be carried back and re­
used in the church, but the inspiration of such a pageant 
as ”The Wayfarer” or the "Pilgrim Spirit” may be carried 
back and the idealism created through these, put into the 
program used at home. The instruction at home will give 
the material which will allow the worker to use the inspi­
ration gained at the convention. Inspiration alone is a 
very dangerous thing. For when inspiration is unused it 
takes a greater inspiration to arouse enthusiasm the next 
time. In time no enthusiasm is possible.
Institutes allow more place on their program for in-
^ \, stmiction than conventions so could be listed also under
I
ithf h^d of special courses. These work with smalls 
local groups ST p^dpieT"’ rb*y In^^sive de­
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monstration courses, designed to inspire workers, exemplify 




The worker who wishes to grow must keep up cdrtain pro­
fessional reading whether he has had his professional train­
ing at a community school or at a graduate college of reli­
gious education. The development of religious education 
has just begun. New ideas are being advocated daily. While 
the principles of one*s training will remain the same the 
• methods may become out of date in a few years. For this 
reason it is essential that the director of any school have 
more than a community training school professional education. 
There, due to the limited time much of the instruction must 
be practical, - methods and material for immediate use. But 
it lays with the director of the local church work and the 
superintendent of the community school to be able to eval­
uate clearly all these new methods and ideas and be able to 
separate the good from the bad. The reading of the untrained 
worker must be largely in reading circle courses where mat-/
’ i
erial is selected for him. But the trained worker must, 
through the urge of the director or the urge of the cause, 
’fctep up his professional reading through magazines and
to c^ntiimo to
sional service.
There ^.rje mapy ways in'which these reading courses may 
be 'conducted. One popular way is for a group, in the local 
church to. meet regularly and discuss a chapter- or section’ 
of a book they had previously read. This is popular in lo­
calities whera there is na training school. It is somewhat 
of value from an instruction side, though a lot of time is 
spent for a small amount of real reading done. But it has 
another value, for it gets a group of people together and 
used to thinking -along one line. The next year they meet 
they will probably have a teacher and their reading circle 
will become a class, perhaps the start of a school.
A popular and effective plan with people who are too 
busy to give time to as slow a method as a reading circle, 
is the cycle 'plan. - A gnoup of people,say 26, having simi­
lar interest, each pledge themselves to read a book every 
two weeks, then pass it on. The assessment made un each 
member will cover- the price of the 26 books. The books 
should be well selected and divided so as. to give variety 
to the reader - part professional, part general culture 
books, In the end they can be given to a library or di­
vided among the group. This is a very good way to read ^ 
a lot of books for a small-amount and be sure that one ^ 
^?©ally reads them.
.*■
JInother means of continuing one*s professional r^d-
r-
ing is tfewgh BlblLd HhrarilSS'? ■Church lib-
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paries, conunanity* school libraries, private libraries, and 
many state CounOils of Religious Education have state lend­
ing libraries. Lists of what books to read have been pre-
I ^
pared by Educational Committee. These can be procured from 
' the International Sunday School Council of Religious Educa­
tion, 5 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
These reading courses cover the following fields:
(a) A coursfe for those workers with a limited education­
al background, who are, therefore, not ‘able to do work of 
standard type.
(b) A course for workers who have ability to do standard 
work,' but* because of isolated conditions or because of other 
reasons, find it difficult work for a diploma.
(c) A. course for -students that are doing or have done 
graduate work.
Classified list of books to be read by the voluntary teacher.
Organization and Management.
Athearn, Walter S. - The Church School.
Alexander, John L. - The Secondary Division organized
for’ Service.
Chapin, Lucy Stock - The Cradle Roll of the -Church
School.
Danielson, Frances Weld ■* Lessons for Teachers of Beyinnets.
International Sunday 
Sdhool Association Leaf-
No. 202 - Organize ‘Class
No. 804 - ThPOp;g&«$lE©*Week Activities
s
Youth and the ChurchMaus, Cynthia Pearl 
Munkres, Alberta
Robinson, Hazel Wright*
Pj^imary Method, in the Church 
School
The Vacation Religious Day School*
Child Psychology.
Cabot, Ella Lyman 
Dawson, George E*
Haviland, Mary 5* 
Kirkpatrick, Edwin A. 
Mbxcey, Mary E. 
Richardson, Norman E. 
Tracy, Frederick 
Weigle, Luther A. 
Whitley, Mary Theodora
Seven Ages -o-f Childhood - 
The Child and His Religion 
Character Training in .Childho.od 
Fundamentals of Child ‘Study 
Girlhood and Character 
Religious ’Education of Adolescence 
Psychology of Adolescence*
The Pupil and the Teacher 
A Study of the Little Child
Child Life in Literature*
Anton, Mary 
Bennett,,John 
Burnett, Frances Hodgson - 
Canton, William 
Harrison, Elizabeth 







The Children of the Foothills '
The One I Knew Best qf All }
Little Citizens , ^




Alden, ‘Raymond McDonald - Why the Chimes Rang'
Applegarth, Margaret T* - Junior Missionary Stories
ti ft II - Lamplighters Across the Sea
li If It - Primary Missionary Stories
Baker, Edna Dean - The Bible, in Graded. Story 
(Good for parents of kinder­
garten age children)
If it H - Beginners* Book in Religion 
(Good for Vacation School)
f
Bailey, Albert E* - On Nazarbth Hill
(Has a geographical back­
ground*)
Colson, Elizabetb - First Primary Book in Religion 
(Good for Vacation School.) ^
Curtiss, Phebe A. - Christmas Stories and Legehds /
(Primary) *
Freeman, James 'M. Handbook of Manners and Cus­
toms ^
f
Fraser, Nannie Lee Followers of the Marked Trail 
(Good for Vacation School)
Foster, Charles - Story of the Bible
Gates, Herbert Wright - Life of Christ
Hodges, George - When the King Came
Lindsey, Maud Mother Stories ,
n u - More Mother Stbries


















■Life of Christ in Art
Use- of Pictures in Religious 
Education
Pierce Building, Boston 
New York City
(Jessie Wilcox Smith Pictures)
(Mission and background mater­
ial)
Music, Poems, and Prayers
Baker, Clara Bell 
Beard, Frederica
Carols, Leyda Publishing Co* 
Hill, Mildred S & Patty
Song for the Little Child
Prayer for Home and Sunday 
School








Singing Games, Old & New 
(P’or Kindergarten Teachers 
■to use at parties)
Song of 'the Tree-top and 
' -Meadow /








Thoms, Edith Lowell - First Book-in Hymns & Worship
Verkuyl, Gerrit - Children* s Devotions.
Pedagogy; General
Betts-, George Herbert How to Teach Religion
n ti n - The Recitation
Galloway, Thoms Walton - Use of Motives in Teaching
Morals and Religion
Strayer, George Drayton - Brief Course in the Teaching 
Process
Strayer & Horsworthy - How to Teach ’
Weigle, Luther A, - Talks to Sunday School Teachers
Pedagogy: Applied
Bailey, Albert E. - Use of Art in Religious Education
Bailey, Carolyn Sherwin - For the Story Teller
(Offers help in telling stories)
Betts, Anna Tree Love - The Mother - Teacher of Religion









Geography of Bible Lands
A.Real Correlation in School 
Drawing
Use of the Story in Religious 
Education











Miller, Elizabeth , - Draraitization of Bible Stories
(Excellent for everv children* s 
, department teacher)
St. John, Edward Porter - ^Stories, and-Stor-y-T-elling-
(Strong for Structure of Stories)
4 ^ ,
Wardle, Addie Grace Handwork in Religious Educa­
tion
Weigle & Tweedy - Training the Devotional Life.
Supervision
Maxwell, Charles Robert - , Observation of Teaching




Alaska Days with John Muir 
Bailey
Chapman




Technique of Supervision by the 
Eiementary"School Principal
Handbook of Birds of Western 
United States
Handbook of Birds of Eastern 
North America
What' Bird is this.
Th^^Nature Library
Stickeen
The- Book of 
(General woodcraft )
Seton " Foresters* Manual
National Geographic (Magazine) ^
Natural History (Magazine published by American Miseum of 
" ' " Natural History, -N. Y.)
U. S. -Department of Agriculture - Bird and Forestry Bulletins
Natural Geographical Society - The Book of Birds - The Animal
Book'
Manuals of Boy Scouts, Pioneers, Comrads, Woodcraft League
Games and Social Occasions■ i I ■ ^tm< ■ i ^ ■ imm f
Physical Welfare^
Bancroft, Jessie - Games for Home, School and
Playground.
“ ” - Posture for School Children
Ferris, 'Helen - Producing Amateur Entertainments
Panels published by National Child'Welfare Association
^ 70 Fifth Are,., New York City
Pulvermaker & Bancroft “ Handbook of Athletic frames
Bible.






■ Revelation of St. John
The Jesus of History
Hpw to Know the' Bible
Class Book of Old Testament 
Hiatpry
Chart, of Old TestaraphtJ 





y* Patters6n"~’^ The Bible in the Making
General Professional Reading
Atheam, Walter S# - Introduction to the Study of 
the Mind.
Bagley, Tlftn, Chandler, - ■ Craftmaiiship in Teaching
Bower, W.Ci - Religious Education in the Local 
Church
Hodges - How to Teach Religion to
Children
Palmer, Gpo. H. - The Ideal Teacher
Burette, T.W. - Music and Life
Chriflbian Thilosophy
iiBowne, Bordon P. - The Immanence of God
I&wne, Bordon P.- , r Personalism
Browns, Chas. Reynolds - Main Points
McConnell, F.J. - Religious Certainty






(Published by Council of Woigffn 
for Home Missions) 1919 i
Foreigner or Friehds* 
(Published by J.J, Littl4#iid 
Ives Co. N.Y. City -Egil^^al 
publication-) 1923r
(Published by Methodist Book 
Concern)- 1918
Park and Miller Old World Traits transplanted 
(Published by Harper and 
Brothers) 1921
Ross, Edward A# " Principles of Sociology.





1« The Professional Spirit* 
Bagley, Vife. Chandler, Craftmanship in Teaohine:■XKaoMiliin Co**) 1912^'
Palmer,. Geo* Herbert, Ideal Teacher
Xhoughton Mifflin Co.) 1912
Schaff, Morris,
Professional Standards.
Report of the International 
Sunday School Association* Jime 1923
Minutes of the Committee on 
Education of the' International 
Sunday Sohool Cohhcn of Reli gions
EducatibnT Dec* 1922 °
"Report of Council on Religious 
Education in Colleges"
Religious Education Magazine,Dd-t.TUlH ■ Voi: 10, pg! 421-426
"Do you Really Believe in Religious 
Education"
Religious Education Magazine,
Peb* i9l9 VCT.” 1^^," pg. b
“Religious Education in the Local 
Church"
Bower, W.C.
University of Chicago Press* 19jf
"Organization and AdministratfiSn 
of Re-ligious Education" j
Abingdon Press, 1922
3, Heed of^eligious Education*
A
chal and










Indiana Survey of Religious Educa­
tion
(interchurch World Survey) 1922
'toral Situation in High Schools” 
Religious Education Magazine,Dec.1915 Tdi:% pg. bib.------ ^—*
"Moral Situation in High Schools" 
Religious Education Magazin'e.Dec.lQlS 
Voi;x pg. bib.------------
"Moral Situation in High Schools” 
Religious Education J&igazine, Dec. 1915‘ Voi. X, pg. bib. *
"Religious Education and Democracy"
(A Statement of Principles5 
Religious Education Magazine, Feb.1919 
Voi. 14, pg7 ib — ®
"Materials of Religious Education 
in the Family"
Religious Education Magazine, April M6 
Voi, 11, pg. Ibb ^
"A Child’s Religious Life."
Religious Education Magazine, Dec.1917r
vb'r. 12', pg. ^os: f
"The Rights of the Child in the 
Community".




"Organizing the Young People’s 
Department of the Sunday Schoo^"^ 
Religious Education Magazine, J#t.l919 Vbl; i4V pg, lOb.-----^^
"Community Organizations",
Religious Education Feb.1918Voi. ib^^g. iti^
^10|^r^p:ion of the Mass,







^^nd^ental Principles in the Malden
Athearn, W.S.
Aug. 1917
Maus, Cynthia Pearl, Youth and the Churn>,




^^jmary Methods in the Church School-, 
'-hbingdon Press; N.Y.) 1921“
and His Work.
(Meunottist Hook Concern) 1911.
^thods for Primary Teachers,
TFront kank i^pess:^yt. Louis) 1921,
Psychology.
Rl»hart.o„. Mlel... Ea...ti„n Of taol.......




Psychology of Adolesence. 









Athearn, ____ to the Study of the Mind.
I ^
Luther A. The Pupil and the Teacher.
(Hodder and Stoughton, N.Y. 
Geo. H. Doran Co.,) 1911.
Cabot, Ella Lyman Seven Ages of Childhood.
(HbugHton Mliiiin Co.,) 1920.
Kirkpatrick, Edwin A. Fundamentals of Child Study.
(Uacmiiiiah Co,,) 1917 ^
9* Pedagogy.
Betts, Geo, Herbert How to Teacli Religion
{AOingdon Press, S.Y,; 1919,
Strayer, Geo. D. A Brief Course in the Teaching Process.
{Macmiiiian ^0.) i9is. "
"Training Little Children". 
Religious Education Magazine
U.S. Bureau of 
Education
Voi. 14, pgl by.
(Seventeen rules for mothers who have been 
kiiidergarteners, issued by U.S. Bureau of 
Education, Washington, D.C.- and 
National Kindergarten Asso. 8 West 40th 
St., N.y.)




Weigle, Luther A. Talks to Sunday School Teachers.
(Yian TT ■ w v \ iuij/\—Geb. H, Doran Co.yh.Y.;




(List of questions in sgwiwsfSstyle.)
Religious Education Magazine. June 1919
" Vol. 14, pp. 148
Gray, W^, "Rating Scales and Imppovement in
jl- ^7 Teaching."
(School Review) Jan. 1921 
Vol, 29, pg. 49.
Kilpatrick, H. "Training Adolescents."
Religious Education Magazine
7bl. i4,^pgr 12b-12B. -----
(In this article " Criteria as to 
Learning'' are very good. The evaluation 
of organizations equally poor.)
* i
Union Theologival 
Seminary School of 
Religious Education
"S.S. Examinations arid Certificates" 
Religious EducationMagazine, Aug. 1915. 
VoT7iU7"pg7"35Hr~^
Tallman, Lavinia. "Sunday School Records and Sunday School
Efficiency."
Religious Education Magazine, Aug. 1914. 
7or. 9, pg. 3^------ ------
(A complete and^well developed outline of 
cumulative records for the S.S.)
Tallman, Lavinia. "The Sunday School Secretary".
The Encyclopedia of Sunday School and 
Religious ' Education. Vol.' S. pg.9bl
\ (Contains blank for S.S. Attendance and
• Activity Record).
Hartshorne, Hugh "Statistical Methods for the Sunday
School" ^ ^
-1 The Encyclopedia of Sunday School and
^ ifeiiglous Education. Vbl. S. pg. 994'./
!
Hj. /8. fse of Pictures, Music, Stories, Handwork.
^Bailey, Albert E. 
^^C^rabee, Harold A.
Eggleston, Margare
Use of Art in Religious Education^
TXbingclon Press) ly^Ji
"The Formation of Public Opinic^ through 
Motion Pictures." r ^
Religious Education Mag&zioir, June 1920 
Vol. ib, pg. 144.-----
of the IStory in Religious
EQUcation.
(Gel), -ti. Doran Co., N.Y.) 1920
95
■BSSffapd FopW Stories and Story Telling.
rPilgrim Wess) 1918 ^
Hutchins, m. N. Graded Social Service
(University of Chicago Press) 1914.
Werdle, Addie Grace Handwork in Religious Education
XUniversity of Chicago Press) 1916
Littlefield, Milton S. Handwork in the Sunday School
{Sunday School Times to.rPhn. )1908
Fryberger, Agnes Moore Listening Lessons in Music
(Silver Burdett Co.) 1916
Surette, Thomas Whitney Music and Life
(Houghton Mirriin Co.) 1917
^•iKtoa Which Would Help Create a Professional Spirit.
t
k>
Smith, H, Agustine The Rights of the Child.
Xtiigpim ftess; lyiy
#
Maoaye, Percy The Pilgrim and the Book.
{American blDle Society.? 1920.
Hamlin, Mary P. The Rock.
(Pilgrim Press) 1921
McCauley, Clarice Vallette The Seeker
(Abingdon Pres s,) 1920
r
